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Experimental study on the fluctuations of dipolar chains
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Dynamic light scattering is used to study experimentally the dynamics of dipolar chains consistin
ferrofluid particles subjected to a magnetic field (H0). The effective diffusion coefficient shows a pronounced
dependence on the scattering wave vectorq, reflecting two modes of motion: translational diffusion of the
whole chain, and fluctuations of particles within a chain. The characteristic probed frequency of par
displacements is inversely proportional toH0 , and exhibits aq3 dependency. Based on the striking analogy to
polymer chain dynamics, we attribute these behaviors to the contribution of hydrodynamic interactions~HI’s!
that couples particles motion within a chain. This work suggests that chain fluctuations cannot be ignored
for the very strong magnetic field applied~coupling constant,106). HI’s can still be important, even at an
extremely low particle volume fraction of 1025.
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Electrorheological~ER! and magnetorheological~MR!
suspensions show fascinating rheological properties: c
trolled by the applied field~electric or magnetic!, the fluid
changes from a liquid state to a solid state continuously
reversibly. This leads dipolar fluids to a wide range of app
cations in such diverse areas as mechanical engineering
medicine@1,2#. The reason for the rheological controllabilit
is the formation of structures when the field is applied. In
case of a MR suspension, a magnetic dipole moment is
duced in each particle by an applied magnetic field, crea
dipole-dipole interactions between particles. This interact
is balanced by thermal motion. A coupling constantl is used
to describe the relative strength of these two energies@3#:
l5pa3x2m0H0

2/9kT. Here a is the radius andx the mag-
netic susceptibility of one particle,m0 is the vacuum perme
ability, H0 is the effective magnetic field acting on ea
particle, andkT is the thermal energy. Whenl is greater than
1, particles align into single chains parallel to the field dire
tion. Subsequently, columns or other large structures
form by the lateral coalescence of chains@4#. Here we have
definedl the same way as de Gennes and Pincus first defi
it @3#: l is independent of the particle’s local environme
and depends only on the particle magnetic properties and
external magnetic field, for dilute samples. The advantag
this definition is that once a field is applied,l is known and
does not vary with time, as it would if defined differently.

In spite of many studies in dipolar fluids that focus
rheological properties@1,5# and field-induced structura
changes@1,4,6,7#, the basic physics of column formation b
lateral coalescence of single chains is still not clear. T
infinite straight chains do not attract unless they are almos
contact. Two finite chains repel, yet experiments show
gregation to columns. To explain this, Halsey and Toor~HT!
proposed that chain fluctuations due to thermal energy
duce a long-range attraction between chains, which ca
lateral aggregation~similar to the London interaction! @8#.
This long-range interaction is predicted to be independen
the applied field strength, and is strongest when the ch
chain separation is about the wavelength of chain fluct
tions. Later, the HT model was modified to take into acco
field-dependent aggregation found in experiments@9# and
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defect-driven coarsening@10,11#. There may be other cause
for chain aggregation, such as a chain shift relative to
neighbor, and variable chain lengths among neighbor
chains. However, it is still very interesting to know to wh
degree chain fluctuations affect the chain-chain interactio

In this paper, we report on a dynamics study of sing
chains in a ferrofluid emulsion using dynamic light scatteri
~DLS!. We have found that~1! chain fluctuations do exis
even for short chains, and can only be neglected for
tremely high magnetic field applied~;1 T!. The chain mo-
tions consist of two parts: whole chain center-of-mass m
tion, and internal chain particle-position fluctuations.~2! The
characteristic frequency probed by DLS,V(q), depends on
the scattering wave vector asV(q);q3a/Al. This suggests
a contribution of hydrodynamic interactions~HI’s! in the
chain dynamics. The existence of HI’s in a strongly intera
tive medium is not surprising. But it is surprising that we s
it at a particle volume fraction as low as 1025, and for a
magnetic interaction coupling constant as low as 17.

Video microscopy~VM ! @12# was previously used to
study single chain dynamics. Although the range of study
limited to two-dimensional and lower frequencies, VM o
tained a similar dynamic behavior:l;t1/3. Here l is the dis-
tance covered by a particle in a chain during timet. As noted
by the authors, a dependency ofl;t1/4 should be expected
without hydrodynamic interactions. Furst and Gast@14# also
reported experiments on chain fluctuations measured
diffusing-wave spectroscopy. They showed that a discr
ancy occurred between numerical simulations and exp
ments possibly due to HI’s or magnetic interactions betwe
chains for a semidilute suspension~a particle concentration
of 1%! used in their experiment. Thus, from previous wor
it is not clear that one needs to include HI’s in ER and M
fluids.

To study chain dynamics, the advantages of using DLS
VM are manifold: DLS covers a range of frequency~;,100
MHz! much larger than that accessible to VM~;,10 Hz!,
and DLS probes a three-dimensional sample volume ra
than a two-dimensional sample volume with the volum
much larger than that studied by VM. Even at a volum
fraction as low as 1025, there are about 105 particles within
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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SERGE CUTILLAS AND JING LIU PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011506
the scattering volume. Furthermore, due to our smaller p
ticle diameter (2a50.46mm,) and lower particle density
~1.1 g/cm3! of ferrofluid emulsion, diffusion dominates con
vection ~Peclet number 0.02! so that sedimentation is not
problem on a time scale of an experiment;30 min.

In this work, the ferrofluid emulsion consists of an aqu
ous suspension of kerosene-based ferrofluid droplets~par-
ticles! coated with a surfactant to prevent aggregat
@15,16#. The relative, initial magnetic susceptibility of a fe
rofluid droplet is equal to 1.22. The particle volume fracti
is 1025 to avoid both multiple scattering and chain-cha
lateral aggregation. The particle radiusa measured by DLS
is 0.23mm, with 7% of polydispersity. The emulsion samp
is held in a test tube that is surrounded by an index ma
bath to reduce reflections and control the temperature.
sample holder is placed inside a pair of Helmholtz coils,
described in detail elsewhere@16#. A laser beam (l0

5514.5 nm) is focused to the sample by a lens, and
scattered light is collected at an angleu by a single mode
fiber, guided to a photomultiplier tube, and analyzed by
digital correlator. The scattering plane is perpendicular to
magnetic field direction. Therefore, this setup is only sen
tive to particle and chain motions in the plane perpendicu
to the field direction~motions normal to chain axis!.

In self-beating mode, the intensity autocorrelation fun
tion measured by the correlator gives rise to the dyna
structure factorS(q,t). In the absence of a magnetic fiel
the suspension is isotropic without any interactions betw
particles ~very dilute sample!. In this case, the dynami
structure factor reduces to a single exponentialS(q,t)
}exp(2q2 D0t). D05(kT/6pha) is the diffusion coefficient
of a single particle in a fluid of viscosityh. If interactions or
particle size polydispersity cannot be ignored, we can s
assume single exponentialS(q,t);exp(2q2Defft) at the short
time limit @ t!(q2Deff)

21#, where an effective diffusion co
efficientDeff is used to describe the particle or chain moti
@17#. Deff reduces toD0 for monodisperse particles withou
interactions.

In the experiment, correlation functions are measured
function of the applied magnetic field and the scatter
angle u which determinesq through q54pn/l0 sin(u/2).
Heren is the refractive index of the water.q defines a char-
acteristic lengthl (52p/q), and sets a window in which th
motion of particles or chains is probed. Thus varyingu
probes different length scales. If the chains are rigid, o
one length scale is present in the scattering plane—the c
width. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient isq-independent.
In this work, the scattering angleu is varied between 5° and
130°. Thus, length scales are probed over the range ofa
, l ,20a.

To study the scattering angle dependence, a magn
field of 200 G(l5406) is applied to the sample for 6 h to
build separated chains first. The resulting chains have
average length of 19 particles, which is long enough to all
different motions to exist. The average chain separatio
more than 70 particle diameters, which is far enough to s
down the chain growth substantially. Therefore, the ch
length is almost constant during the next 30 min when
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angle-dependent DLS is performed@16#. We then vary the
magnetic field strength~l! and repeat theq-dependence ex
periment.

Figure 1 shows four experiments performed at differe
magnetic field or coupling constantl where the average
chain length was kept nearly equal. After the chain len
was first established atl5406, these four experiments wer
done in the orderl5406, 17, 157, and 46. This order wa
chosen to minimize the chain growth and ensure an eq
chain length during all four experiments, and at the sa
time to keep the coils from overheating.Deff is normalized
by D0 . q is normalized by 2p/a.

From Fig. 1, it is clear thatDeff depends onq, indicating
additional motion other than rigid chain diffusion. Th
higher q is, the largerDeff is. This additional motion be-
comes dominant when zoomed to a smaller length scal.
When l is much larger than the particle radius (qa/2p→0)
DLS is mainly sensitive to the center of mass diffusion of t
chain. ThusDeff reflects the translational diffusion of th
entire chain, which depends only on the number of parti
per chainN andD0 . In the opposite limit~i.e., qa/2p;1),
we are sensitive to motions on a length scale comparabl
the size of individual particles. Here the main contributio
to the measured diffusion coefficient come from internal m
tions of the chains~i.e., chain fluctuations!. It is worth noting
here that, using video microscopy under the same condit
as in the DLS experiments, we verified experimentally th
no lateral aggregation occurred even for an average c
length longer than 100 particles. Furthermore, although ch
breakage-reformation plays an important role in the ch
formation at the thermodynamic equilibrium (l,8) @13#,
this does not happen in our case, as confirmed by our vi
microscopy observations. Thus the only physical mec
nisms contributing toDeff are the motions of the chain’
center-of-mass and particle fluctuations within chains.

Figure 1 also shows that the slope ofDeff versusq in-
creases asl decreases. That is, internal fluctuations incre
or the chain becomes less rigid for weaker magnetic inte
tions, as expected. Note that all the four straight lines c

FIG. 1. Normalized effective diffusion coefficient vs the no
malized scattering wave vectorq for various applied magnetic field
~coupling constantl!. Solid triangle,l5406; empty triangle,l
5157; square,l546; circle,l517. Solid lines are linear fittings
6-2
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE FLUCTUATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011506
verge to the same point (Deff /D050.1660.01) as q ap-
proaches zero. Since rigid chain motion is probed at lowq,
this convergence confirms the fact that the chain length
constant over the period of the four experiments, and
chains remain connected even for the lowestl values used.
As our earlier papers show, the transverse diffusion coe
cient of a straight chain comprised ofN particles is given
by Dchain5 f (N)D0 , where f (N)5@3 ln(2N)11.254#/4N
@16,18#. Thus the average chain length can be calcula
from the converging value ofDeff which givesN51961.

From the slope of the four curves, the dependence of
diffusion coefficient on magnetic field is obtained. It show
power-law relation Deff /D0}ld, with an exponentd5
20.4760.05. ThusDeff /D0 is approximately proportional to
1/l. Sincel;H2 @3#, Deff is inversely proportional to the
magnetic field. Therefore,Deff /D0 is experimentally found to
take the following form:

Deff /D0'
A

Al
g~N!qa1 f ~N!. ~1!

HereA is a constant, andg(N) is a function ofN that needs
to be determined. Equation~1! shows the two contributions
to Deff : fluctuations and translational motion of the who
chain.

g(N) andA are determined by studying the effect of cha
length on Deff . To obtain a longer chain length thanN
519, we hold the magnetic field atl5406 for three more
hours. We then reduce the field down tol546, and repeat
theq-dependence measurements. The result is shown in
2. Here, whenN varies, the initial value (q→0) is different.
The slope is found to change as well. If we assume t
g(N)5N« in Eq. ~1!, then« is found to be20.760.1. Since
f (N)' 3

2 N20.75 for N.5, g(N)(5N20.7) may be approxi-
mated by 2

3 f (N). After g(N) is known, the constantA is

FIG. 2. Effect of different chain lengths onDeff . Both data are
taken atl546, while chains are first formed atl5406 for three
more hours for the data shown as solid circles than those show
squares. Solid lines are linear fittings. The inset indicates the
versal behavior ofDeff vs q in polymer physics.
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found to be 3.060.2 based on Eq.~1! and the data in Fig. 2
Thus putting the two approximations together, Eq.~1! be-
comes

Deff'S 2

Al
qa11D Dchain. ~2!

Note that we can obtain Eq.~2! without any assumption
about the chain size power-law dependency. Indeed, w
plotting Deff /Dchain againstqa, the data of Fig. 2 correspond
ing to N519 and 42 collapse on a single straight line, w
the slope equal to 2/Al and the ordinate equal to 1, as show
by Eq. ~2!. From Eq.~2!, Deff , and thus the characteristi
frequency of fluctuations from the dynamic structure fact
V(q)5q2Deff decrease when the chain length increas
This can be attributed to the longer wavelength and thus
slower fluctuating modes that dominate in longer chai
This chain length dependency of chain fluctuations canno
explained by an increase of the local field acting on a part
inside a longer chain. Indeed, it is only for very short cha
~,5 particles! or high magnetic susceptibilities (x@1) that
l is sensitive to the chain length. Thus, for the same app
external magnetic field,l should be the same for our exper
ments with the two chain sizes of 19 and 42 particles. N
that our experiments cover only a limited range of charac
istic lengthsl (52p/q). We are sensitive to the most inte
esting range ofl where aq dependency ofDeff can be ob-
served. However, if we could expand theq range toward 0
and `, a different behavior ofDeff might be observed. In
analogy to polymer dynamics@19,20#, we expect a qualita-
tive behavior, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. Here thr
dynamic regimes exist. For smallqa values,Deff /D0 corre-
sponds to the diffusion of the entire polymer chain. In t
opposite limit,qa.2p, Deff asymptotically approaches th
diffusion coefficient of monomersD0 . In both limits,
Deff /D0 does not depend onq. For dipolar chains, the ex
pected constant regions inDeff corresponding to these limit
may be deduced from Eq.~2! by setting qa50 and qa
52p inside the brackets. Whenqa50, Deff5Dchain. The
rigid chain motion is probed. Whenqa52p, we assume tha
the maximum diffusion coefficient is obtained in Eq.~2!.

The relative importance of internal fluctuations to who
chain diffusion is measured by the ratio of the two terms
Eq. ~2! by settingqa52p to the maximum probed value o
fluctuations:Dflu /Dchain54p/Al. At an extremely high field
limit l→}, Dflu50 andDeff5Dchain. Chains become rigid
and the whole chain diffusion motion is probed. At the lo
field limit where l>1 to ensure chain formation@13#,
Dflu /Dchain<4p. Therefore, the chain-fluctuation contribu
tion can be an order of magnitude larger than the rigid ch
diffusion during the equilibrium structure formation. It i
thus possible that fluctuations cause chain coarsening in
first stages of the equilibrium structure formation, as Hals
and Toor suggested. Moreover, due to the square root de
dence, even at our highest magnetic field (l5406) internal
fluctuations are still comparable~62%! to the chain diffusion.
To reachDflu /Dchain,1%, l has to be larger than 106. In
our case, even if saturation effects were disregarded,

as
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SERGE CUTILLAS AND JING LIU PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011506
magnetic field would have to be 1 T to obtain completely
rigid chains. Physically, this means that chain fluctuatio
cannot be neglected in almost all experiments compose
submicron superparamagnetic particles.

From Eq.~2!, the characteristic frequency becomes

V~q!'S 2

Al
qa11D q2Dchain. ~3!

This relation showsq3 and 1/Al dependencies. To unde
stand this, we may compare the dipolar chains with polym
chains. In polymer physics, if only entropic spring forc
~spring constant of 3kT/b2) are considered to connect theN
monomers with their first neighbors, the chain motion is d
scribed by a set ofN linearly coupled Langevin equation
~Rouse model! @19,20#. This model predicts a characterist
frequency ofVRouse(q);q4b2. Hereb is the effective bond
length between two monomers. Conversely, if HI’s cou
the N Langevin equations in addition to besides the spr
forces coupling, the Langevin equations become highly n
linear. However, the Zimm model originally consisted
preaveraging the Oseen tensor to obtain analytic express
resulting in aVZimm(q);q3b dependency@19,20#. If dipolar
interactions bind the particles in a chain~a spring constant o
3kTl/a2), the Rouse model corresponds toVRouse(q)
;q4a2/l ~using b2[a2/l), while the Zimm model corre-
sponds toVZimm(q);q3a/Al in our case. Since both theq3

anda/Al dependencies are shown in our measurements,
strongly suggests the influence of HI’s on chain dynam
Theq3 dependence is also observed in DNA molecules st
ied by DLS @21,22# showing that HI’s affect the dynamics
As pointed out by de Gennes@19# in dynamic scaling argu-
ments, it is general to find aq3 behavior in the presence o
HI’s.

In the above comparison between dipolar chains and p
mers dynamics, we need to clarify the following poin
First, HI’s do not come from interchain interactions, sin
our VM observations performed at the same conditions a
DLS experiments confirmed that only single chains were
served at this low volume fraction, and no chain coarsen
occurred. Second, the spring constant we derived holds
transverse displacements~relative to its nearest neighbo!
smaller than a particle diameter. Finally, the approximat
made on nearest-neighbor interaction without magnetic
duction may underestimate the absolute value of the sp
constant by a factor of 2 at most, but not affect either
ds
y

.
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1/Al or q3 dependencies. Indeed, when particles gather,
internal magnetic field is no longer homogeneous within
particle, and is strongest at contact points where surround
particles are located@23#. Since the magnetic susceptibility i
a decreasing function of the internal field, the net magne
susceptibility is reduced, limiting the effect of inductio
Moreover, even in the absence of the magnetization sat
tion effect, the internal magnetic field is at most 68% high
for a homogeneous infinite cylinder than for a spherical p
ticle made of the same ferrofluid as described above. T
difference is reduced by the geometry of a chain of partic
a field-dependent magnetic susceptibility and a finite-s
correction.

The existence of HI’s is further supported by the data
previous work using VM@12# at a lower frequency range
than ours. Although their simulation concluded different
we believe that this is due to the discrepancy ofl used in the
simulations and experiments. Therefore, the two experim
tal data over a large frequency range strongly suggest
influence of HI’s on the single chain dynamics.

In conclusion, we find that, by varying the scatterin
wave vector, two separate modes of motion are resolv
One originates from the translational diffusion of the cha
center of mass, and the other comes from particle fluct
tions. As either the magnetic field or chain length increas
fluctuations decrease. However, chain fluctuations canno
neglected in almost all experiments performed with sub
cronic particles. At intermediate scattering wave vectorsq,
the characteristic probed frequency behaves asV(q)
;q3aDchain/Al. Both theq3 and 1/Al dependencies can b
explained by considering the contribution of HI’s accordi
to the Zimm model developed in polymer dynamics. Ho
ever, it remains open whether the origin of HI’s is du
mainly to nearest-neighbor motions or to whole chain dif
sion that creates an additional random drag force on e
particle. Although weak, coupling of sedimentation with d
fusion may be another possible cause. An additional exp
ment performed with chain ends fixed could be used
clarify this point. Therefore, our experiments may serve a
first step to better understand HI’s in complex fluids, sin
our particles~monomers! have a shape, a size, a separatio
and interactions that are precisely controllable.
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